✦ Forum Im Licht ✦
with

Michael J Tamura
World-Renown Spiritual Teacher, Clairvoyant Visionary,
Co-Host of Living The Miracle Radio & Author of YOU ARE THE ANSWER

The Path of Awakening:
Your Compassion, Clairvoyanc
& Crea ve Expressio

⭐

Remote “Retreat“ Seminar

via Zoom⭐

Saturday, October 9 and Sunday, October 10, 2021
2:00 PM - 9:00 PM (Swiss) Central European Time
5:00 AM - 12:00 PM PT / 8:00 AM - 3:00 PM ET US
(each day)
&

Monday, October 11, 2021
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM (Swiss) Central European Time
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM PT / 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM ET US

Dear Friends and Awakening Souls,

The seminar will be given in English with immediate
translation in German remotely online via Zoom. The Zoom
invitation link will be emailed upon your registration.

Every day, I wake up grateful that I live in this world during this historic time. I feel blessed, not
because there are so many challenges facing all of us today, but because we get to take part in the
extraordinary transformation unfolding before us. And what drives this global healing is
humanity’s awakening consciousness. Congratulations—you too are part of this great awakening!
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Yes, many of the enormous challenges we all face in this world now are consequences of the
major changes we are each making in our consciousness. The massive upheavals we are
witnessing in the world today are some repercussions of the global healing process underfoot.
Healing uncovers the underlying pain and suffering that we previously held in our mind
unconsciously. Since the mind is the builder, whatever we hold in it will eventually manifest in
the world. In trying to protect ourselves against our past pain and suffering in our mind, we end
up resisting and holding on to that pain and suffering. The mind will then manifest that pain and
suffering in our lives in this world. Yet if instead we envision the undivided limitlessness of Spirit,
we bring about healing. What we are witnessing today is not that humanity is suffering more than

ever, but that humanity is releasing the suffering it has collectively
held within itself for millennia. How we individually and collectively
respond to this will determine whether we resolve the problems we
face or continue to perpetuate them.
Living daily through this time of intense healing—both personal and
global—is for each of you the path of awakening. Whether you are
experiencing the great joys and celebrations of life or dealing with its
major dif culties, life gives you the opportunities to awaken to the
eternal truth and your ultimate freedom. All
you have to do is choose how you wish to
respond every step of your way: True to your
inner being and lovingly or by hiding your
light and resisting. One way will guide you to your full joyous
awakening, while the other will offer more isolation and unhappiness.
Wouldn’t you rather choose the path that will lead you to your everlasting
happiness and freedom? Of course you would! So, for our next 3-Day
Remote Online “Retreat” Seminar, I will teach about how your
compassion, clairvoyance, and creative expression make up the three
essential tools that will help you advance successfully along your path
of awakening. We’ll explore what the path of awakening is and what
you need most to navigate through the various challenges you may
encounter along the way. You’ll discover
that even when the world presents
seemingly unsurmountable problems, if
you stay on your path, you will learn to
experience the joy of life regardless of
what happens. You will learn to cultivate
your compassion to release past suffering,
develop your clairvoyance to see truth
more clearly and forgive the lies in your
mind, and you will learn to express more
of your true soul creativity. Are you ready
to wake up to more freedom and joy?
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Once again, huge thanks to our dear friends, Wolfgang and Marianne Jaeger of Im Licht, we will
all be able to be together remotely online for this retreat that was originally scheduled over the
same 3-day weekend: Saturday, October 9 - Monday, October 11. Although we could not be
together in-person at Antoniohaus in beautiful Morschach this time, we will be together via Zoom,
wherever you may be in the world. We appreciate the technology that offers us the joy of seeing
and being able to communicate with each of you in the little squares on our computer screens.
Also, as much as we love being with all of you at Antoniohaus, we have found that teaching
remotely via Zoom can actually help you further your ability to communicate spirit-to-spirit more

and experience more of what I am
teaching. Such is the way with Spirit.
When it seems we have lost something
wonderful, we always discover that we
have gained something just as

magni cent, or even more so.
Remember that once you commit to
joining us for this remote retreat
seminar, you may start experiencing
some shifts in your energy and
awareness. This is a good thing. It
means that you are already learning
what I am teaching you in spirit.
When you rst awaken in the
morning, you may even sense that you have done or learned something while you
slept. If so, good for you! I teach every night in spirit as many of you sleep. I have
been doing that since I was growing up as a child. We as spirit can accomplish an
enormous amount of learning, growing, and healing while our bodies are sleeping.
So, please remind yourself when you rst awaken to be aware. Spend a moment or
two to re ect upon what you might have done or learned while your body slept.
Notice, too, the changes that you are going through and care for yourself lovingly. I
know we will have a wonderful time together via Zoom soon. Both Raphaelle and I
are so looking forward to seeing all of you—both on the computer screen and in
spirit!
May you walk in the Light of Truth guided by the Love of God.
With gratitude, love, and joyous celebration and laughter,
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About Michael J Tamura:
Loved as a spiritual teacher around the world, Michael J Tamura lives the miracle: Spiritually aware
from childhood, he sees everyone the way they are - as immortal souls. To guide thousands to their
healing, awakening, and true life purpose, he draws from years of intensive training, past-life recall,
nightly out-of-body sojourns, four decades of teaching and giving clairvoyant counseling, and a
lifetime of extraordinary experiences, including having had five near-death experiences. He is a
clairvoyant visionary, radio show host, and the award-winning author of YOU ARE THE ANSWER (Wozu
Sind Wir Hier? German Ed.). With compassion and humor he teaches through delightful stories of his
profound experiences, mind-expanding clairvoyant insights into the nature of the soul, step-by-step
instruction on using your psychic abilities, guided psychic exercises and practices, and, above all,
through cultivating a sanctuary in which you can experience your own inner being. Join him from
wherever you are via Zoom to learn to awaken further, develop your
imagination, intuition, and clairvoyance to know your purpose and
live a truly joyous life!

•

Link to Forum im Licht, Event Organizer Website, complete
details in German for Michael Tamura’s Saturday, October 9 Monday, October 11, 2021 Zoom Retreat Seminar Event and
online registration::
http://www.imlicht.ch/categories-1-0/veranstaltungen_-_forum
• IM LICHT Seminarzentrum +41 (0)44 252 68 78
• Email: forum@imlicht.ch

•

Complete details in English for Michael Tamura’s Saturday, October 9 - Monday, October
11, 2021 Zoom Retreat Seminar Event and contact information to sign-up with the event
organizer: https://www.michaeltamura.com/events

•

Radio: Living The Miracle with Michael and Raphaelle Tamura Internet Radio Show: https://
www.voiceamerica.com/show/2735/living-the-miracle

•

Michael & Raphaelle Tamura - Living The Miracle Radio Show Facebook Page: https://
www.facebook.com/michaeljtamura/

•

YouTube-Interview: Michael Tamura’s recent interview with Jeff Mara on JeffMaraPodcast:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDvjbFAwkWQ

SEE YOU SOON
BIS BALD!
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JOY!

